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ABSTRACT
CHAIN SCISSION IN TURBULENT FLOW OF DILUTE POLYMER SOLUTIONS
MAY 2002
BRIAN G. PRICE, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor David A. Hoagland
Flows with strong extensional components are capable of unraveling and breaking
dissolved polymer chains, yielding a distribution of chain fragments that continually
alters the molecular weight distribution, MWD, of a given sample over time of exposure
to the flow. The evolution of the MWD is described in terms of scission rates and
probabilities along the polymer backbone that a scission event will occur. These scission
event probability distributions, p(f), where/is the fractional position along the backbone,
depend on the flow condition, and quantitative characterization of the breadth ofp(J) by
the standard deviation relative to chain length, R, reveals information about the
configuration of the chain at the time of scission.
In this thesis, we have developed a generalized scission kinetics formulation that
does not make unsupported assumptions regarding p(f), and applied this formulation to
the analysis of MWDs, measured by quantitative gel electrophoresis, and arising from
degradation ofNaPSS in both turbulent Taylor-Couette and sonication flows. For the first
time, we have reported R for turbulent flow-induced degradation and found that
essentially random scission best describes the degradation process, with R = 9.5 for a
single Gaussian description. Including the possibility of scission of a folded chain as a
Vll
dua. Gauss,a„ descrrptton we found Slm i,ar,y lhat^ =M and^ . Q^^
70% of the cha,ns breakrng via the folded pathway, but with „eg ,igib,e lmprovemen, in
the error in fit.
We contrasted this result with our result fm- :tor scission in sonication flow. With the
single Gaussian description, we found a best fit R = 0.28, and with the dual Gaussian
description, we found best fit parameters ofRsingle „ 0.17 and^ . 0
.09, with the
folded chain breaking more than twice as frequently. The latter fit was reduced 30o/0 m
error from the single Gaussian fit.
In developing our understanding of the technique of quantttative gel
eleetrophorests, we have developed fundamental models of the difmston-mediated, post-
electrophone statntng process. The single and dual binding models accurately predtct
the edge-like appearance of the difihsmg dye front whtch is not pred.cted by the Crank
37
model of probe diffusion in a binding medium.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO FLOW-INDUC^r^CHArN SCISSION IN DILUTE POLYMER
Isolated polymer coils in solution have long been modeled as hard spheres, the
radii of which seale with moleeular weight to the excluded volume exponent v . The
effect of such coils on the low shear viscosity is well-modeled by the Einstetn v.scosity
relation
/*=jU
0 (1 + 2.50) (1.1)
where Mo is the solvent viscosity, n is the solution viscosity, and </> is the volume fraction
of solution occupied by the spheres. 1 Only minimal effects on pressure-driven flow might
be predicted if such hard sphere behavior were to persist over all strain rates, but flow
fields with elongational strain rates of sufficient magnitude are capable of deforming the
coiled conformation of the chain to the extent that dramatic, macroscopic effects are
exhibited by dilute polymer solutions. An example of such a phenomenon is turbulent
drag reduction by dilute polymer solutions, in which the shear stress at the wall exhibited
by a dilute polymer solution may be reduced by nearly an order of magnitude when
compared to the solvent in fully developed turbulence. 2,3,4
When the strain rate experienced by the polymer coil exceeds the coiled chain's
relaxation rate in the absence of rotation, the coil undergoes a transition to an elongated
state
5
,
the size of which scales linearly with molecular weight, and regions of the fluid
separated by many coil sizes and previously coupled essentially through the fluid
viscosity become coupled by the stress transmitted along the polymer backbone. The
physical reason for a critical transition between the coiled and stretched states is that the
1
relaxation rate decreases as the coil is elongated so that once the Deborah nnmber De
exceeds unity, where De is defined as
De = yr, (1.2)
where f is the elongational strain rate and ris the relaxation time seale of the polymer
coil, De grows over time, since lis then a function of the accumulated strain. Perkins et
al. have reported direct observation ofDNA undergoing such transitions and reaching a
steady, stretched state under constant strain rate. 6
A key characteristic of a flow capable of inciting the coil-stretch transition is that
it be dominated by elongation. Shear flows contain rotation, and it has recently been
reported by Chu that similar observations ofDNA in shear flow result in no steady state,
but that the coils partially elongate and then relax as the molecules tumble, apparently
with the vorticity of the flow. 7
A polymer chain extended in an elongational flow experiences backbone bond
tension that increases with L2
,
where L is the length of the extended portion of the
molecule. It is then clear that at some L, the tension on the bonds would be sufficient to
cleave the chain. Yew and Davidson8 and Zhurkov9 proposed that this tension acting on a
bond lowers the activation energy required to break the bond, so that the rate of scission
of a bond would depend exponentially on the tension experienced by the bond. Since the
distribution of tension along the backbone of a chain extended in an elongational flow
varies with position, and is in fact parabolic, Odell and Keller formulated the probability
of scission as a function of bond position, resulting in a Gaussian distribution of scission
probabilities for the extended chain in an elongational flow. 10
2
However, if the chain is only partially unravelled at the time of scission, the
parabolic stress profile applies only to the elongated portion of the chain. The exact
location of the unravelled portion would not be expected to occur at the same position
along the backbone for each molecule that is cleaved, resulting in a broader distribution
of fragments for chain session occunng at only partial elongation of the chain. Since
knowledge of the bond scission probability distributions might then indicate the state of
the chain at the time of scission, analysis of molecular weight distributions resulting from
the degradation of chains in various flow fields have been studied. 1
1
•
1
2
-
20
Basedow and Ebert 13 pioneered work in degradation kinetics as described by
molecular weight distnbutions, without simplification to macroscopic quantities such as
intrinsic viscosity or molecular weight averages, but restricted session probabilities to
single fractions of the parent chain. Ballauff and Wolf14 assumed that the scission event
probabilities were Gaussian about midchain and falling to zero by the fragment nearest
the chain end (MN.j -MN) best-resolved by the experimental technique, resulting in an
exactly solvable system of ordinary differential equations for the rate of change of the
molecular weight distribution. The latter technique has remained in favor through work
reported as recent as that by Tayal and Kahn in 2000. 15
Degradation of macromolecules in ultrasonication has been studied by a number
of groups, and much of the earlier work was summarized by Casale and Porter 16
. Recent
work by Nguyen and Kausch 17 has extended experimental comparisons to numerical
modeling of polymer degradation in transient extensional flows. A consistent result is
that the bond scission rate depends linearly on molecular weight, yet in seeming
contradiction, rather narrow scission event distributions are reported.
3
state
of the coil at the time of scission is
Brow„,an dynam.cs simula„o„s performed by Knudsen e, a!." and ear,ier work
by Reese andW foensed on the trans.en, elongationa, flow produced by flow
through an onfice. Both groups pred.cted b,moda, scission distributions, indicating that
.he simple interpretation of a single scission probability breadth as evidence of the
incorrect. Visual inspection of single chain
configurates from the s.mulafions ind.cate that a significant number of chains begin the
coil-stretch transition in a folded arrangement, much like a hairpin. It might then be
reasonable to expected that the force required to cause chain scission could be reached
before the folded state was resolved, resulfing in fragments distributed about one-quarter
and three-quarter parent chain length contributing to the observed change in molecular
weight distributions.
Study of chain degradation by turbulent pipe flow was reported by Horn and
Merrill20
,
who interpreted the results to indicate that chains were broken at their
midpoints, although a quantitative scission breadth was not reported. Further, the
molecular weight measurement technique employed in their study, gel permeation
chromatography (GPC), yields molecular weight distributions that have been broadened
to some extent by velocity gradients and mixing in the instrument. Typically, axial
dispersion corrections are applied to such molecular weight distributions prior to
21 22
analysis. 1 The molecular weights typically of interest in flow-induced scission studies
are greater than ca 10
6
g mof
1
and chains of such molecular weight are subject to fracture
by flow conditions in the instrument itself. An additional complication for pipe flow
studies is ignorance about whether or not the elongational flow at the entrance
4
predisposes a molecule «o scission prior ,o reaching a reg.on ofthe flow characterized by
rully developed turbulence.
Measurement of molecular weight distributions by gel electrophoresis affords
high molecular welght resolution without the need for axial disperse corrections over a
much greater range of molecular weights than those accessible by other techniques such
as GPC. In addition, concentrate sensitivity is such that truly dilute solutions (eft] «
1, where c is the polymer concentration and ft] is the intrinsic viscosity), can be
measured directly, without the need for concentration of solutions before measurement.
Electrophoresis has been utilized for such studies before23
,
but the diffusion-mediated,
post-electrophoretic staining techniques that are typically employed naturally result in a
nonlinear stain-polymer relationship. While the nonlinear response of some system
components such as photographic film has been reported, the nonlineanty introduced by
diffusion of a probe in a binding medium and its effect on the staining process had not
previously been addressed.
The purpose of this dissertation is twofold. First presented is a quantitative
evaluation of turbulent flow-induced chain scission by a technique devoid of possible
complicating features such as entrance flow, axial dispersion during analysis,
measurement-induced degradation, and unsupported scission probability function
assumptions. Second, the impact of post-electrophoretic gel staining techniques is
studied, and regimes in which this quantitative gel electrophoresis technique can be
performed with predictable relationships between stain and polymer concentration are
identified.
5
CHAPTER 2
FLOW-INDUCED CHAIN SCISSION IN DILUTE POLYMER SOLUTIONS
2.1 Introduction
Here, the implementation of quantitative gel electrophoresis for the measurement
of molecular weight distributions (MWDs) produced by the degradation of sodium
polystyrene sulfonate in both ultrasonication and turbulence is described. Previous
studies30 ' 31 ' 32 ' 17 of chain degradation in ultrasonication have determined MWDs by gel
permeation chromatography, and to achieve the resolution required for the subsequent
scission event distribution analysis, have implemented measures to correct for
chromatographic broadening. Gel electrophoresis affords high resolution determination
ofMWDs without the need for axial dispersion corrections, as the diffusion coefficient of
the polymers of interest are negligible in the agarose gels described as evidenced by the
lack of broadening of a stained band over many days of destaining.
The analysis of the measured MWDs in determination of the best fit scission
event distributions is then described in terms of a breadth of scission parameter, R, the
relative standard deviation of position along the polymer backbone at which scission
takes place. Since it assumed that the cleaving of covalent bonds is the result of
accumulated stress along the chain while subjected to elongational regions of the flow
field, the breadth of distribution of scission events manifests the state of the polymer coil
at the time of scission. An incompletely uncoiled chain would be assumed to break with a
wider distribution of points about the center of the chain as would a completely unraveled
polymer.
6
Most previous scission distribution analyses have follow Ballauff and Wolf32
,
who postulated distributions winch can be solved exactly, but which impose limitations
on the distributions which may be evaluated. In then work, scission event probabilities
are assumed to be Gaussian and to fall to zero by the chain end. Tins assumption restncts
the breadth omission events which may be evaluated. Here, we descnbe a numerical
method which does not make normalization assumptions, but instead integrates initial,
measured MWDs through expenmental data, companng results from candidate scission
event distributions to expenmentally determined MWDs in a search determination of the
best fit session event distribution. As a result, scission event probabilities are allowed to
be nonzero for each molecular weight species resolved.
Numerical simulations of polymer chains in various transient elongational flows
have predicted that chains break in a bimodal distribution about the chain center, the
result of chains breaking while in a folded or hairpin shape. 34 35 We include the
probability of such events as Gaussian about quarter and three quarter chain positions
along with the central scission probability which is Gaussian about midchain.
2.2 Experimental
The sodium polystyrene sulfonate, NaPSS, samples used were molecular weight
standards purchased from Scientific Polymer Products, Inc., ranging in molecular weights
from 35 x 10
3
to 1.2 x 10
6
g mol"
1
and exhibiting polydispersity indices, MW/MN , of ca
1.20.
7
2.2.1 Molecular Weight Distribution Analysis H
In each of the degradation experiments, a dilute NaPSS solution is exposed to
either somcation with a tip somcator or the flow developed in a Taylor-Couette flow cell
m which the inner cylinder is rotated at one of a series of constant rates. Samples of the
solutions are taken at various times throughout the duration of the experiment.
Molecular weight distributions of the samples taken both prior to and at various
time intervals during each of the degradation experiments were determined by
quantitative gel electrophoresis. In an electrophoretic analysis of molecular weight
distributions, agarose gels (Agarose LE, BioRad) of 0.6 wt. % in 0.01M Na2HP04
(Aldnch) were cast from solution after cooling to 47 C. The agarose solutions were
prepared by dispersing the powdered agarose and Na2HP04 in distilled, deionized water
with stirring and heating the mixtures at 80 C until they appeared clear. Into individual
wells were injected ca 35uL of each sample, along with molecular weight standards
against which the electrophoretic migration of samples were ultimately compared. A
potential of ca 20V was applied across the electrodes in a submersion electrophoresis cell
which resulted in an electric field in the gel of ca 1.33 V cm" 1 . This potential was applied
for ca 10 hrs, after which time the NaPSS bands were stained by immersion of the entire
gel into a 3 mM solution of methylene blue (Aldrich) for 20 minutes. After exposure to
the staining solution, the gels were allowed to destain for 24 hrs against distilled water.
This long destaining time was determined necessary in order to avoid artifacts induced by
the diffusion-mediated staining process, which is discussed further in the following
chapter.
8
Once the destaging was complete, the gels were scanned on a flatbed scanner
(HP lie or 6300C) set to record optical densities linearly. Although the scanner operated
m reflectance mode, there was in fact very little reflected intensity from the stained gels
as determmed by scanning with the cover in place and with the cover removed, thus the
density values obtained from the image file related to the absorption of light transmitted
twice through the sample. An example gel image is shown in Figure 1 in which molecular
weight standards as well as degraded samples from a sonication experiment are shown.
The relationship between scanned density and concentration was determined to be
linear over the concentration range studied by an independent experiment in which
solutions of a single NaPSS molecular weight standard were prepared over a range of
concentrations and analyzed in an electrophoretic gel as just described. Peak stain
concentrations from the scanned image of the stained and destained gel were plotted as a
function ofNaPSS concentration and it was found that the response was linear over the
range of concentration of interest (1 -200 ppm) as shown in Figure 2.
Density profiles for each of the samples as well as the molecular weight standards
were extracted from the scanned image file and inverted to molecular weight distributions
by utilization of the previously determined linear relationship between concentration and
density and an empirically fit relationship between the distance over which the standards
had electrophoresed and their molecular weights. No corrections for chromatographic
broadening are necessary, as the diffusion constants for the polymers with molecular
weights of interest are low in the gel.
9
Figure 1 Image of electrophoresis gel of NaPSS samples and stained with methylene
blue dye. Present in the gel are both degradation experiment samples and molecular
weight standards.
10
Figure 2 Determination of relationship between NaPSS concentration and image value
from linear response scan gel containing NaPSS sample after staining with methylene
blue
11
2.2.2 Turbulent Degradation in Taylor-Couette Flow
Previously reported results for the seission of macromolecules in turbulent flow
were for experiments in p,pe flow2'. However, sueh a now becomes complicated by the
extensional flow at the p.pe entrance, winch may pred.spose a dissolved chain to session
by initiating the coil-stretch transition before turbulence is fully developed. The
extenstonal strain rate at the entrance of a pipe scales as f -
**
and this exposure of
r
macromolecules to extensional flow prior to turbulence could complicate the
interpretation of scission results as a system is scaled down to accommodate the reduced
solution volumes necessary for utilization of more expensive moleculare weight
standards. Due to this concern, the scission ofNaPSS in turbulent flow was earned out in
a Couette flow cell in order to eliminate potential entrance effects. Additionally, with the
Couette device, long exposure times of solutions to given flow conditions were easily
achieved.
A complication introduced by the use of a Taylor-Couette flow cell is the
development of secondary flow that accompanies the increase of Reynolds number
route to fully developed turbulence. The flow between the counter-rotating vortices
contains an extensional component, and the possibility of chain degradation in this region
of the flow must be considered.
Taylor-Couette flow exhibits several different regimes as the rotation rate of the
inner cylinder is increased, and a Reynolds number typically defined for this flow is
given by
Re =^ (2.1)
V
12
en
is
where * is the radius of the inner cylinder, g is the gap between the inner and outer
cylinders, a> is the angular rotat.on rate of the tnner cyhnder, and v is the kinematic
viscosity of the Huid Lamtnar flow is the f,rs, reg.me eneountered as Re is increased
from zero, bu, as a cntieal Reynolds is exceeded, mental forces cause the formation of
counter-rotating vortices. Taylor vortex flow, as this reg.me is known, begin, at a critical
Reynolds number given by
Re =41.2 (2.2)
and may exist in one of several modes, identified by the number of waves and vortices
which are dependent upon the Re history of the flow. 25 -26 Due to the sensitive dependence
of the flow state upon the geometry, a radius ratio, T], of 0.7 was chosen, following
Swinney27 et. al. who have studied the transitions to fully developed turbulence
extensively. Swinney and Smith28 independently reported that the transition to fully-
developed turbulence is reached in a system with similar geometry to ours above a Re of
ca. 13,000. Above this transition, it was reported that time scales and wall shear stress
dependence on Re closely resembled those found in pipe flow. More recently, Lewis and
Swinney29 have reported that investigation with improvement in the resolution of shear
stress and in visualization technique, it is apparent that some axial periodicity exists up to
Re of nearly 1E06, indicating that Taylor-Couette flow is markedly different from pipe
flow.
As any form of seal would create a region of high shear rate within the system,
our flow cell consisted of a stainless steel bob (2 cm radius) suspended in a precision bore
glass outer cylinder (3 cm radius, Wilmad). A glass outer cylinder facilitated alignment
13
and flow visualization and was affixed ™ti, „a tt with an upper cap which left open a gap sufficient
to maintain a constant shear rate throughout the flow cell when Re < Rec .
The outer cylinder was mounted on a axial beanng and connected to a load cell to
facilitate torque measurements. A sealed port was installed in the upper cap to allow
sample withdrawal for scission analysis.
Degradation experiments were carried out in both 0.01 M Na2HP04 and low ionic
strength conditions over a range ofRe from 1.35 x 103 to 4.0 x 104 with NaPSS samples
at a concentration of 100 ppm ranging in molecular weight from 46 x 103 to 2.5 x 106 g
mol 1
.
The samples for use in low salt conditions were prepared by dilution of a stock
1000 ppm solution to 100 ppm to which was then added several grams of mixed bed, ion
exchange resin beads (BioRad). The resulting solutions were then held in quiescent
conditions monitoring solution conductivity daily until a lower limiting value was
reached. Samples taken from turbulent flow experiments in low salt conditions were first
buffered with Na2HP04 before stonng, as it was ascertained that a slow degradation of
NaPSS occurs otherwise even in quiescent conditions.
2.2.3 Ultrasonic Degradation
Chain scission by ultrasonic irradiation was performed by means of a horn
sonicator, the tip of which was placed in solutions ofNaPSS at 100 ppm in 0.01 M
Na2HP04 held in scintillation vials immersed in a constant temperature bath at 25C. The
sonicator was operated at 20 kHz and 25 W, the power dissipation of which was
measured by monitoring the temperature rise in an insulated volume of water.
14
2.3 Interpretation of Chain Degradation
The formulation of a model for the degradation kinetics is more completely
described in Appendix A, but a brief discussi
and Ebert30
,
the breadth of scission distribut
:ion is presented here. Following Basedow
ion was calculated by modeling the scission
as a process that is first-order in the rate of change of numbers of chains present,
d c
i
AM
j
CjAMj
~ ij
~
dt M M (2.3)
where DiJ is the degradation rate matrix, c, is the concentration of chains at molecular
weightMh and zW, is the molecular weight increment at molecular weight M,
In the present work, we have assumed that there are no recombination reactions,
giving Dij the following form:
A, -
o
-k l = J (2.4)
k
j
ajPij
where kj is the true rate of degradation of species of molecular weightMh pij are the
probabilities with which Mj degrade toMh and a} are normalization constants. In a typical
experimental determination of degradation rate, the loss of concentration of the peak
molecular weight in a sample is followed in time and the diagonal elements ofD
represent the degradation rates determined by such an experiment. These rates are
accurately determined only when there is minimal contribution from degradation of
higher molecular weight species present in the sample, illustrating the need for samples
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having narrow distributions of molecular weights. The experimentally observable rate
constants are fit to the following equation:
kjt+CiMj-M^y Mj > MVm
where kJi0 is a constant rate of degradation of the chains in quiescent cond,tions (nonzero
only in low salt conditions), M]im is the molecular weight below which no degradation
occurs, C is a constant, and a is a constant exponent.
The goal of the present work was to quantify the breadth of distribution of
scission events along the backbone and make a comparison to previously reported values
obtained in elongation-dominated flows. To this end, we have followed Kausch et. al. 3 '
and Ballauff et. al.32 in assuming a distribution of scission events that is Gaussian about
the midpoint of the chain. This distribution is expected if one considers the accumulation
of stress along the backbone of an elongated polymer chain in an extensional flow. In
such a case, the stress distribution is parabolic along the chain and at a maximum at its
midpoint. One then arrives at a Gaussian distribution of scission event probabilities by
applying the flow-assisted, thermally activated barrier to scission model 8,33 where the
probability ofbond scission P is given by:
< u. ^
P ~ exp o +/ (2.6)
where U0 is the dissociation energy of a backbone bond and/represents the energy
imparted by the flow to the bond, which is roughly equal to the stress multiplied by a
constant. The scission rate distribution then takes the following form:
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f2o) (2.7)
where kUj is the rate of degradation ofMj to M, and is normalized to yield the observable
degradation rates.
The relative standard deviation of scission events, *, is then defined as
Rm°>
M (2.8)
and provides a molecular weight independent characterization of the breadth of
distribution of scission events.
Calculation ofR is performed by a least-squares search procedure in which the
initial MWD (that determined from the sample taken prior to the degradation experiment)
is integrated through time and compared by squared difference to molecular weight
distributions sampled at various times during the degradation experiments.
In order to include in our analysis, the bimodal fragment distributions predicted
by the simulation results of Reese and Zimm34 and of Garcia de la Torre35
, 1 have
included the probability of scission of a folded chain as
Kj-kj
M.
( r
+/42exp
—
--M,
+ ^,exp
(M,
~f-{MrMt)
2a
;.2
+ A
2
exp
K2
I)
(2.9)
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where A, and A2 are the probabihty amplitudes ofthe session of elongated and folded
ehains respectively and
„, and a,2 are the standard deviations of the two processes. As
before, the standard deviations are defined relatively as R, = aj,/Mj and R2 = ol2,M, and
the least squares search was earned ou, over R2 , and the relative value of A,,A2 .
2.4 Results
2.4.
1
Ultrasonic Irradiation Induced Degradation Results
In order to measure the apparent degradation rates, kh and their molecular weight
dependence, molecular weight standards were degraded by ultrasonic irradiation as
described previously. An example set ofMWDs are shown in Figure 3, with half and
quarter molecular weight peaks clearly visible. The limiting molecular weight (ca.
63,000) below which no degradation occurs is overlayed on the figure, but rescaled to
have a similar peak height to the initial MWD in order to better fit the figure. Nguyen et
al
17
have reported limiting molecular weights of 30,000 for polystyrene exposed to
similar ultrasonic degradation conditions.
Degradation rates were determined by choosing MW-values that closely
bracketed the peak MWD value, and forming the logarithm of the value of that fraction
for each sample relative to the value of that fraction in the initial MWD. These log
relative peak fraction values are plotted as a function of time to yield degradation rates
and an example plot is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3 Degradation ofNaPSS as the result of ultrasonic irradiation with clearly evident
one-half and one-quarter original molecular weight peaks visible. At long time (3630
seconds), the limiting molecular weight of 63,000 g mol"
1 below which no further
degradation occurs is apparent, the MWD for which has been rescaled to better fit the
figure.
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Figure 4 Degradation rate determination from relative peak mass fraction change for
1.2E06 g mol"
1 NaPSS in sonication.
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2.4.2 Turbulent Taylor-Couette Degradation Results
In buffered solution cond.tions, (0.01 M Na2HP04), no degradation of any
available molecular we.gh, NaPSS was observed over the range Reynolds number that
were accessible in our flow cell, which was from ca 100 to 40x 103
.
Since polyelectrolytes are known to expand as ionic strength is decreased due to
the reduced charge screening, the same degradation experunents were earned out with
NaPSS samples that had been prepared at lOOppm and held over mixed bed, ion
exchange resin beads. The conductiv.ty of these solutions was monitored over time and
the flow-induced degradation experiments were carried out once the conductivity no
longer decreased.
Degradation rates were measured at various Reynolds numbers representing
vortex flow, wavy vortex flow, partially turbulent vortex flow, and what was thought to
have been fully turbulent Taylor-Couette flow. Flow visualization was performed prior to
the degradation experiments by operating the flow device at various rotation rates of the
inner cylinder with the flow cell containing mica in water. While Taylor vortex, wavy
vortex, and partially turbulent vortex flows were easily discernible, axial periodicity at
Re > 10,000 was not apparent. Where axial periodicity persists in the form of counter-
rotating vortices, regions of elongational flow exist and could contribute to the
degradation. The rates measured at each Reynolds number are shown in Figure 5 and
mdicate that significant degradation was not observed at Reynolds numbers below ca
10,000.
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Figure 5 Degradation rates for NaPSS as function of Reynolds number in Taylor-Couette
flow.
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The apparently small degradat.on rates observed a, the
.owes, Reynolds numbers
prompted the study of NaPSS degradat.on fa qu,escen«, low sa.t condittons, smce How
rate dependence was no, observed. Shown in F.gnre 6 are data taken from a lOOppm
solution ofNaPSS that was held over m.xed bed, ion exchange ream beads and sampled
a. various times. After an apparent delay, which corresponds to the period over wh.ch the
conductivity drops in the absence of any stimng, the sample is observed to degrade a, a
rate that is about two orders of magmtude slower than that observed in turbulent now
conditions at Re = 40,000.
As appreciable degradation was observed at only the highest Reynolds number
accessible in our apparatus, 40,000, each molecular weight standard was studied at this
flow condition in determination of the molecular weight dependence of turbulent flow-
induced chain scission. As in the sonication experiment, samples were withdrawn after
various times of exposure to the flow conditions and stored in 0.01 M Na2HP04 buffer (to
eliminate further contribution to degradation by the slow quiescent degradation pathway).
The molecular weight distributions yielded by turbulent flow-induced chain scission for
the highest molecular weight sample studied are shown in Figure 7. There lack the
pronounced half and quarter molecular weight peaks that were prominent in the
sonication experiment.
Degradation rate constants were determined by change in relative weight fraction
as before and the data from the MWDs in Figure 7 are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 6 Degradation ofNaPSS in quiescent, low salt conditions.
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Figure 7 Degradation ofNaPSS in turbulent Taylor-Couette flow at Re = 40,000.
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Figure 8 Determination of degradation rate constant for NaPSS in turbulent Taylor
Couette flow at Re = 40,000.
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Only one other molecular weight standard was observed to degrade in the
turbulent Taylor-Couette flow conditions, the 800,000 g mol"
1
sample. From the
evolut,on of the MWDs it was determmed that no degradation occurred for molecular
weights less than ca 300,000 g mof. Utilizing the two measured degradation rates and
the inferred limiting molecular weight below which no further degradation occurred, the
degradation rate was determined to exhibit first-order molecular weight dependence, as
shown in Figure 9.
2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Sonication
To calculate the best fit scission event probability distribution for chain
degradation in ultrasonication, the measured scission rate dependence on molecular
weight was determined and is shown in Figure 10. As described previously, the best fit,
breadth of scission parameter, R, (or set of parameters A ,/A 2 , Ri, and R2 for the
consideration of folded chain scission) was determined by a search over the parameter
space and calculation of the squared error between calculated and measured MWDs
based upon the initial, measured MWD. The minimum error parameter set was then
chosen to be the best fit for the particular set ofMWDs.
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The residual error, relative to the maximum, for such a calculation based on the
sonication degraded MWDs is shown in Figure 1 1 and indicates that the best fit,
Gaussian scisS1on event distribution has a breadth of sc1SS1on parameter of 0.28. A
scission breadth of this magnitude would suggest that before the probability of a scission
event would decrease to below half that of its peak value, over half the chain would have
been included. Th1S is in contrast with the notion ofmidchain scission, in which chains
break at the center over a small fraction of the chain.
As an example of what midchain scission might look like with our NaPSS
samples, the initial MWD was integrated using a breadth of scission parameter R = 0.01
and the resulting MWDs are compared with the measured MWDs in Figure 12. The
calculated distributions, sharply peaked at half and quarter the parent molecular weight,
are at wide variance with those measured.
In contrast with the midpoint scission example, the best fit MWDs calculated
from the single Gaussian distribution are shown in Figure 13 and while these exhibit a
much closer match than the midpoint examples, they do not exhibit the dual-shouldered
appearance as do the measured MWDs. The scission breadth determined here is roughly
double that reported by Nguyen et al. 12
,
but with the shallow minimum in residuals seen
in Figure 1 1, the error calculated by our method would not be doubled by utilizing the
scission breadth reported by Nguyen.
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MWDs for NaPSS degradation by sonication.
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Figure 12 Comparison of measured MWDs (solid lines) to calculated MWDs (dashed
lines) from samples taken at 10 and 30 seconds sonication time, based on midpoint
scission model with breadth of scission parameter, R = 0.01, illustrating the lack of
midpoint scission exhibited by our samples.
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Figure 13 Measured (solid curve) and calculated (lighter, dashed curve) MWDs from
single Gaussian scission event distribution with breadth of scission parameter, R = 0.28,
for samples taken at 10 and 30 seconds sonication time.
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The best fit MWDs as calculated by the folded-chain probab,lity distribution with
central sciss,on probability A, = 0.3 and relative deviation ofR, = 0.17 and the folded
chain probability A 2 = 0.7 and relative deviation ofR2 = 0.09 are shown in Figure 14.
This set ofMWDs does exhibit the more featured shape of the measured MWDs and
results in a reduction in error of about 30% as compared to the single Gaussian fit. The
amplitudes indicate that the chain is being degraded more frequently at regions closer to
its ends than than at the center, a result predicted by the models of both Reese and Zimm
and Garcia de la Torre.
The best fit, central scission and central with folded scission probability
distributions are plotted for visual comparison in Figure 15.
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Figure 14 Measured (solid curve) and calculated (lighter, dashed curve) MWDs based on
dual Gaussian scission event probability function with Al = 0.3, Rl = 0. 17, A2 = 0.7, and
R2 = 0.09, for samples taken at 10 and 30 seconds sonication time.
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Figure 15 Scission event probability distributions representing best-fits to sonication data
with single Gaussian distribution about mid-chain with R = 0.28 and to Gaussian
distributions about both mid- and quarter-chain with amplitudes 0.3 and 0.7 respectively,
and with tf-values of 0. 1 7 and 0.09 respectively. Overall best fit was achieved by the
second distribution.
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2.5.2 Turbulence
To calculate the best fit scission event probability distributions for turbulent
Taylor-Couette flow-induced degradation, the molecular weight dependence of the
degradation rate as shown m Figure 9 was employed along with the central and folded
chain scission probability functions. The molecular weight distributions calculated by
best fit central scission model are shown alongside the measured distributions in Figure
16. In contrast to the best fit breadth of scission parameter determined for degradation by
ultrasonication, no minimum in residuals was determined, but the least error occurred at i
nearly uniform probability distribution with breadth of scission R = 9.5.
As the measured MWDs are flatter than those calculated by the central
model, a marginally better fit was achieved by the central and folded chain
model with parameters A, = 0.4, R, = 9.5, A 2 = 0.6, and R2 = 0.09, but a reduction
of only ca 4% was realized by inclusion of folded chain scission. The MWDs calculated
by the folded chain model are compared to those measured in Figure 17.
In Figure 18, both the central scission and the folded chain scission best fit
probability distributions are shown for visual comparison.
scission
scission
in error
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Figure 16 Comparison of best-fit calculated MWDs utilizing single Gaussian scission
event distribution with # = 9.51.
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Figure 17 Comparison of measured and calculated MWDs utilizing the dual Gaussian
distribution of scission events with Rj = 9.5\,A] = 0.4, R2 = 0.09, and A 2 = 0.6,
representing degradation contributions from both extended and folded chains.
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Figure 18 Best fit scission event distributions for single Gaussian (R = 9.51) and dual
Gaussian {Rj = 9.S\,A, = 0.3, i?2 = 0.09, A 2 = 0.7) for the degradation ofNaPSS in
turbulent Taylor-Couette flow at Re = 40,000.
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2.6 Conclusions
Quant,tat1Ve work in turbulent flow-induced ehain scission had not previously
been reported although qualitative work had suggested that midpoint scission was the
predominant mechanism by which chains were degraded in such flow fields. Our results
illustrate that a much broader distribution of scission events along the polymer chain is
necessary to describe chain scission in turbulent flow than originally thought.
Our work in scission distribution analysis by quantitative gel electrophoresis has
shown that the fast transient flows of both ultrasonication and turbulence result in broad
distributions of fragment sizes relative to the parent molecules.
The results presented here indicate that the molecular weight distribution
alterations produced by both flow conditions are better modeled by the inclusion of a
folded chain mechanism, which was predicted by the Brownian dynamics simulations of
Reese and Zimm and of Garcia de la Torre.
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CHAPTER 3
INHERENT NONLINEARITY IN POST-ELECTROPHORETIC GEL STAINING
TECHNIQUES
3.1 Introduction
Quantitative electrophoresis involves the measurement of both the amount of a
macromolecular species as well its location, or alternatively, its mobility. While digital
representations of electrophoresis gels amenably yield mobility-based information where
only spatial resolution is required, typical implementations requiring only the concurrent
running of reference standards along with the samples of interest, the extraction of
accurate quantitative information is complicated by both detector response nonlinearity
and the nature of the staining process itself. Typically, the response of the entire system is
what is correlated, e.g. several solutions are made of a known sample at varying
concentrations and are used to calibrate the final detector response or determine the range
of concentrations over which acceptably linear response is found. 36
The two fundamentally distinct methods of staining samples in electrophoresis
gels differ in the time at which the chromophore is bound to the macromolecule. In one
general methodology, the chromophore is attached to the macromolecule before
introduction into the gel for electrophoresis; this applies in principle to macromolecules
that inherently contain a chromophore as a constituent group. In this methodology, the
number of chromophores present accurately represents the amount of sample present
unless the situation is complicated by a concentration-dependent unbinding of the
chromophore. Another widely used methodology involves the staining of the samples
after they have undergone electrophoresis. This second set of techniques utilizes the
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diffosion-mediated delivery of chromophores to macromolecules which bind them to a
variable extent. In this chapter we show by experiment and model that d.ffuston-mediated
delivery of a stain inherently results in a stained fraction of sample that varies with
concentration of both stain and sample, cooperative binding notwithstanding. While the
equilibrium of the system would yield a linear stain-to-sample amount relationship, in
systems such as electrophoresis gels, equihbrium is only attained on the time scale of
months.
The mathematical model frequently used to describe the diffusion and binding of
a substance was provided by Crank37 38
. While this model captures the essential feature of
binding and diffusion, i.e. diffusion of a probe is markedly slower in the presence of a
substance that can bind it, the renormalization of the diffusion constant in absence of
binding, D, by the equilibrium binding constant, K, is inadequate when describing a
system in which the capacity of the binding substance may be exceeded.
We describe the diffusion and binding of methylene blue in agarose gels
containing sodium polystyrene sulfonate, NaPSS, in terms of the diffusion constant in the
abscence of NaPSS, D, and an equilibrium binding constant, K. Such systems frequently
exhibit apparent binding constants that depend upon the concentrations of the
components, evidence that the single binding equilibrium is an inadequate representation
of the physical problem. Concentration dependent binding strength is frequently referred
to as cooperative binding and has been reported in anionic dye-polyelectrolyte mordant
systems as well as the classic biological systems such as oxygen-hemoglobin. 39,40 While
cooperative binding in many systems has been shown to be a consequence of
configurational changes in the macromolecule, we describe such systems simply in terms
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of a second binding constant, K2, which in our system represents the binding of free dye
to bound dye.
3.2 Models
3.2.
1 Diffusion and Binding of Dye (Single Equilibrium)
The diffusion and binding of an initially unbound dye from an infinite supply of
concentration, cUi into a medium containing initially unbound macromolecules with molar
binding site concentration, mu, can be described by the diffusion equation supplemented
by the rate of loss of dye due to binding and the rate of appearance of dye due to
unbinding
dc. „ 3 C.
where kb and ku are the binding and unbinding rate constants respectively.
In order to account for the exhaustion of the binding sites, the rate at which dye is
bound to site must be considered second-order (the omission of m u was the simplification
used in the Crank formulation). The inclusion ofmu in the rate of loss of dye is essential
to properly predicting net dye penetration into a mordant containing medium.
Ifwe assume that the rate at which chemical equilibrium is established between
bound and unbound species is much faster than the transport of unbound dye due to
diffusion, then we can define an equilibrium constant as the ratio of binding and
unbinding rate constants,
k,
K =_
nb
K
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With such a definition of* the bound dye concentration, cbi is related to the free
dye and initial unbound mordant concentrations by an isotherm of the Langmuir form,
" (1 +KcS
m which the bound dye concentration, cb, asymptotically approaches the initial mordant
concentration, mU)0, as illustrated in Figure 19.
In an experiment in which the concentration profile is measured at different times,
but distinction between bound and unbound dye is not possible, the total dye
concentration is the quantity that is measured. Since only the free dye can diffuse,
write the equation describing the observable diffusion of dye
.
we can
c.
ar
"
" dx 2
Making substitutions from the previous relationships, the diffusion process is then
described by the following pair of equations,
dc
u D d 2 c
dt
1 +
Km
u,0 dx
•(3.2)
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Figure 19 Saturation of mordant sites by bound dye concentration obeying a Langmuir
isotherm with a binding constant, K= 1E05 M 1 .
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The equations (3.2) describe a diffusive process in which the effective diffusion
constant has been reduced by (1 +Km^ when the product Kcu is small. Tins is the
physical situation described by Crank as (in our notation)
9c„
_
D d 2 c
u
The sharp concentration profiles (appeanng to the eye as edges) observed in
binding systems as shown elsewhere in this chapter, anse as a direct consequence of the
concentration dependence of the effective diffusion constant and are absent from the
Crank picture, which describes renormalized, simple diffusion. These effects are
illustrated in Figure 20, where in a given amount of time, simple diffusion is seen to
penetrate the furthest, the Crank model the least, and the current binding and diffusion
model intermediate between the two and exhibiting the steep concentration gradient from
the region of dye-saturated binding sites to the region of empty binding sites.
The physical interpretation is that initially, all binding sites are empty and the
filling ofthem can have a strong effect on the rate of diffusion, but at a later stage with
nearly all of the binding sites filled, the mordant can no longer have any effect on the
diffusion.
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3.2.2 Diffusion and Binding of Dye (Dual Equilibrium)
Dyes frequently aggregate in solution and our description of concentration-
dependent apparent binding constants utilizes this phyS1cal picture. We assume that a dye
molecule that displays aggregation behavior with another dye molecule in solution will
behave similarly to a dye molecule that is already bound to a binding site on the
macromolecule, resulting in a bound dimer of dye. Using the same notation as in the
previous section, we have now a second equilibrium that can be described by a second
equilibrium constant,
K2=— , (3.3) H
C
u
Cb
where c2 is the concentration of bound dimer.
Expressing concentration in equivalents, the free binding site concentration is
m
u
=™
u,o-cb -c 2 ,
or after substitution of the equilibrium relationships
l + Kc
u +KK2c 2„
The total concentration of dye in terms of monomelic dye, or molar equivalents, is then
C
,o,al
=C + Cb +2C2 .
Defining a prefactor, a =
,
the total dye concentration can be written
\ + Kc
u
+KK
2 c
2
u
c
total
= c
u
+ ac
u
+a2K2 c
2
u
.
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The diffusion equation that describes the observable diffusion of dye is then
d(c
u
+ac
u +2aK 7 c!)
_ D d
2
c
u
& dx 2 '
Differentiation of the first term yields the following system of equations that
describe the diffusion and binding in a dual binding system:
dc
u
_
D d 2 c
dt dx
1 +
^K"VoO +^^
(l + Kc
u +KK2c2 ) 2
(\ + Kcu +KK 2 ct) '
(34)
C
2
(l + Kc
u
+KK2c 2u )
The qualitative picture that is described by the dual equilibrium system is the
same as in the single binding case, i.e. a reduced diffusion coefficient is observed while
binding sites are available, but non-binding, diffusive behavior is regained at higher
binding site loading. However, the concentration gradient of the diffusing front is
predicted to be greater in dual binding than in the single binding case.
3.2.3 Modeling of the Staining Process
In modeling the staining, destaining, and densitometric evaluation of a gel
containing samples to which the stain can bind, the above models were incorporated into
a 3-dimensional grid representing the gel and staining solution. The upper region of the
grid was used to represent the staining solution and therefore, contained no mordant.
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The polyelectrolyte mordant was confined to a rectangular region within the gel
as would be expected for a monodispersed sample, bounded laterally by regions of gel
that contained no mordant.
Initial and boundary conditions were chosen to reflect the staining process.
Initially, the dye concentration throughout the gel is zero and fixed at a constant value
throughout the overlaymg solution. Throughout the remainder of the staining process, the
dye concentration in the uppermost grid element representing the staining solution is
fixed at a constant value, then held at zero for the duration of destaining time. Values
representative of the image value that might be obtained by the linear scanning of a gel at
any point in time during the evolution of the staining process are obtained by integration
of both the bound and unbound dye concentrations through the gel in the direction normal
to the surface of the gel.
3.3 Experimental Methods
3.3. 1 Diffusion and Binding in Cuvettes
Agarose (SeaKem LE manufactured by FMC) solutions were prepared by
dispersing agarose powder 0.5% (wt/vol) in 0.01M Na2HP04 buffer solutions and heating
until dissolution. NaPSS gel solutions were then prepared by addition of varying amounts
ofNaPSS stock solution (lmg/mL) to the agarose solution. After mixing, the NaPSS gel
solutions were poured into UV/VIS cuvettes and allowed to cool to room temperature,
thus forming gels. Cuvettes containing the gelled NaPSS solutions were then exposed to
stirred dye solutions for varying amounts of time before removal for scanning on a
flatbed scanner (HP 6300C). Although the scanner was operated in reflection mode, it
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was determined by scanning with and without the cover that very little light is actually
reflected from the firs, surface of the cuvette; the Ugh, captured had passed twice through
the cuvettes, being reflected back by the cover. Ltnear opera.ton of the scanner was
determined by scanntng multiple layers of polyimtde film and comparing log(scanned
image values) to number of layers of film. Scans of the cuvettes were converted to width-
averaged concentrate values as a fimcrion of distance into the cuvette for interpretation
with the diffusion models.
3.3.2 Equilibrium Binding Constants
Measurement of equilibrium binding constants was performed by determination
of dye concentration in overlaid solution before and after long time exposure to gelled
NaPSS/agarose solutions. The concentration of unbound dye was determined by Beer's
law interpretation of the spectrophotometrically measured absorbance and correction for
dilution by the volume of the gel. The concentration of the bound dye was then
determined by difference.
Determination of equilibrium binding constants from gels cast in scintillation
vials was accomplished by first preparing NaPSS and agarose gelling solutions as
described previously. Approximately lg of the NaPSS/agarose solution was then weighed
into scintillation vials and subsequently allowed to cool. Once cooled to room
temperature, the NaPSS-containing gel was overlaid with a thin layer (also weighed) of a
slightly cooled (ca. 60C) agarose solution to reduce diffusion ofNaPSS into the dye
solution. Once the entire system had cooled to room temperature the experiment
proceeded with overlaying of a dye solution.
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3.3.3 Gel-Staining
To determine the relationship between NaPSS concentration and apparent dye
concentration by linear scanning of the stained gel following a gel electrophoresis
separation, several solutions of a single NaPSS molecular weight standard were prepared
in 0.01 M Na2HP04 buffer solution over a range of concentrations. A 0.6 weight percent
solution of agarose was prepared in the same buffer by dispersing the agarose powder in
a stirred vessel containing the buffer, followed by heating at ca. 85 C until the agarose
dissolved as evidenced by clarity of the solution. The agarose solution was allowed to
cool to ca. 60 C before it v/as poured into a horizontal electrophoresis gel mold
containing a well-forming comb and then allowed to continue cooling to room
temperature.
Once cooled to room temperature, the well-forming comb was removed, the gel
placed in the horizontal electrophoresis sub cell, and the sub cell filled to the upper
surface of the gel. The concentration samples were injected {ca. 35 uL) into the wells and
an electric field of ca. 1.33 V cm" 1 was applied for 20 minutes, after which additional
buffer was added to the system until the surface of the gel was covered by buffer solution
at a depth of ca. 5 mm. The buffer solution was then circulated slowly and the
electrophoresis allowed to continue for 10 hrs.
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After the electrophoresis, the gel was submerged in a solut.on containingImM
methylene blue stammg dye and 0.01 M NajHP04 and the dye was allowed to d.fruse
Mo the gel from the top surface of the gel for 20 mmutes. Both top and bottom surfaces
were no, used for staining, as safe handling of the gel was facilitated by leaving the gel
,
the gel-forming tray untd scanning. After exposure to the staining solutton, the gel was
submerged in d.omzed water for 24 hours. The water was changed frequently over the
fust hour after which, the system was allowed to equilibrate over the remainder of the
time
After the 24 hour destaining period, the gel was placed on a flatbed scanner and
its ,mage recorded with the scanner operating in linear response mode. Small areas from
each of the NaPSS-containing regions of the gel were averaged, and the negative of the
logarithm of the image value relative to the image value from a gel-only region was
recorded for comparison to concentration in accordance with Beer's law.
3.4 Results
3.4. 1 Diffusion and Binding in Cuvettes
Linear response scans of cuvettes containing agarose both with and without
NaPSS after exposure to stirred methylene blue solutions are shown in Figure 21 and
illustrate the marked difference between dye diffusion in the absence and in the presence
of a mordant.
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With only agarose gel present, simple diffusion of the dye into the cuvette is seen
to result in a density profile that varies smoothly along the length of the cuvette. In
contrast, the density profile from the cuvette that contained both agarose gel and NaPSS
drops sharply from high to low density at a distance close to the open end of the cuvette.
By averaging image values across the width of the cuvette and interpreting the
resulting profile by Beer's law, the concentration profiles were obtained from the cuvette
scans. Shown in Figure 22 is the relative concentration profile for diffusion of methylene
blue from a stirred source into a cuvette containing only agarose gel. Reflection from the
entrance of the cuvette prohibited utilization of data closer to the interface of the dye
solution and gel. Simple diffusion from a fixed concentration source in one dimension is
described by the complementary error function,
c„,(/) = erfc
( \
z
(4Dt)
where z is the distance into the cuvette, t is the time, and D is the diffusion constant. The
diffusion constant for dye was calculated by least squared error fit of the above equat
to the relative concentration profile and found to be 8.5E-6 cmV, nearly that which
would expect to find for the dye in free solution. The line given by the fit using this
diffusion constant is also shown in Figure 22.
ion
one
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Figure 2 1 Scans of 4 cm UV/VIS cuvettes after diffusion of methylene blue in agarose
only (above) and in agarose and polystyrene sulfonate (below).
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Figure 22 Relative concentration from scan of cuvette 1093 minutes after exposure of
cuvette to stirred methylene blue solution and fit of the complementary error function to
data using diffusion constant D = 8.5E-06 cm 2s~*.
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The relative concentration profile for the cuvette containing both agarose gel and
NaPSS is shown m F,gure 23, along with a profile for an agarose-only cuvette for
comparison. Also shown in F.gure 23, is a best fit, numerical solution to the single
binding model, Equation (3.2), where the previously determined diffusion constant,
8.5E-06 cmV, and known concentrations were input and only the binding constant, K,
was allowed to vary as a fitting parameter. The resulting best fit binding constant was
31,000M
'
and results in a fit which apparently describes the low concentration region
well, but fails increasingly as the distance into the cuvette decreases.
3.4.2 Equilibrium Binding Constants
With an inadequate fit of the relative concentration profile by the single bmding
model, an experiment was carried out to measure the apparent equilibrium binding
constant as a function of free dye concentration. If the total bound dye are present in the
forms Cb and c2 , as described previously, then the total bound dye is
C
bound,total ~ Ch^~ ^-C2 '
where cb and c2 are given by Equation (3.4), making the total bound dye
Kmu0c(\ + 2K2c)
bound
,
total
(l + Kc + K
2
Kc2
)
'
Shown in Figure 24, are the data for the equilibrium binding constant experiment,
interpreted in terms of the dual binding model, where the best fit binding constants are
found to be K = 3.0E04M x and K2 = 7.0E04 M\
Application of the measured equilibrium binding constants via the dual binding
model results in a better fit to the dye concentration profile than the single binding model,
as illustrated in Figure 25.
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Figure 23 Relative concentration profile of methylene blue after diffusion into cuvette
containing both agarose and polystyrene sulfonate (NaPSS), also shown are the best fit
using the binding and diffusion model with D = 8.5E-6 cm2s' and K = 3 1,000 Af 1 as well
as data from a diffusion only experiment.
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Figure 24 Methylene blue binding by NaPSS, dual equilibrium model, with K= 3.0E04M 1 and/:2 = 7E04vVf 7 .
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Figure 25 Improved fit of concentration profile with dual binding model, using measured
binding constants K, = 3.0E04M 1 and K2 = 7.0E04 Af '.
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3.4.3 Gel-Staining
An example section of a gel scan after staining and destaining is shown in Figure
26, where NaPSS sample concentrations are increasing from right to left.
Image values from the minimum intensity sections of each region that contamed
NaPSS were averaged and those averaged values interpreted in accordance with Beer's
law. The results are plotted in Figure 27. Evident in the plot is a flattening of the response
curve after an approximately linear initial section.
3.5 Discussion
3.5. 1 Cuvette Diffusion Profiles
Good agreement was found between the measured dye concentration profiles and
the dual binding model using the equilibrium binding constants as determined by
independent experiment and the results and model fit were shown in Figure 25. These
data do not, however, distinguish the current models from the Crank model. The
significant difference arises in regions where the mordant sites can become filled by dye,
rendering them ineffective in mediating the diffusion process. The dye concentration
close to the entrance of the cuvette in the previous experment exceeded the detection
capabilities of the scanner, thus an additional experiment was conducted to elucidate this
feature, in which concentrations of dye and NaPSS were chosen to remain within the
detection limits and still exhibit the transition from the filled mordant site region to the
renormalized diffusion constant region, which appears as an edge to the eye.
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Figure 26 Image of gel containing NaPSS concentration series after stainin
destaining.
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law from stained (20 minutes) and destained (24 hrs) agarose gel containing NaPSS
concentration series.
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The relative concentration profile for this experiment is shown in Figure 28 and
the transition from filled binding sites to a region in which the sites are still being filled is
clearly evident. Along with the experimental data is a fit by the dual binding model using
the diffusion constant determined in a cuvette diffusion experiment and the binding
constants K= 3E04 NT 1 and K2 = 7E04 M"\ which were determined in the equilibrium
binding constant experiment. Reasonable agreement is seen between the model and the
experiment and such a transition is absent from the Crank picture as shown in Figure 20.
Disagreement between model and experiment could possibly arise from possible
refractive index changes over a steep gradient in dye concentration or depletion zone
effects, which are described in the following section.
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Figure 28 Diffusion of methylene blue into a cuvette containing agarose gel and NaPSS,
illustrating the region in which binding sites are filled and the Crank region in which
diffusion is impeded by the binding process, model fit is shown along with experimental
data .
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3.5.2 Gel-Staining
In the gel-staining experiment, the relationship between dye and mordant site
concentration was observed to flatten to the extent that the stain concentration became
nearly independent of mordant concentration. This was not predicted by the simple
diffusion and binding model, which predicts a transition from linear to square root
dependence of dye concentration on mordant concentration when the interface between
the gel and dye solution is held at a fixed concentration.
The reason for the predicted transition is the following. The amount of sample
stained is given byfmu
,
0 , where/is the fraction of sample stained, and/depends on the
depth of penetration of dye into the gel, which scales as
f~D "V /2J effective
In the limit of low mordant concentrations, Km
u 0
«: 1 , the effective diffusion
constant becomes independent ofm Ui o,
Deffecm
=
Km
u 0
"
°
'
+
(\ + Kcf
and so the amount of sample stained is linear in m Ui o-
However, as m Ut o increases to the point that Kmu 0 » (1 + Kc) , Deffective scales as
m Ut o , making the amount of sample stained scale as mUid .
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to
The explanation of the discrepancy between the predicted transition from linear
square root dependence and observed more flattened behavior is the following. In the
experiment, the dye concentration at the interface between the gel and the dye solution is
not fixed, but is depleted as the dye is transported into the gel. This depleted region of
solution is replenished by the diffusion-mediated delivery of dye in solution and so,
becomes depleted to an extent which is dependent upon the concentration of mordant in
the gel.
Since the flux of dye into the gel depends on the gradient of dye across this
depletion zone, as the mordant conentration is increased beyond a certain limit, the dye
concentration gradient becomes essentially dependent upon only the dye concentration in
solution and the size of the depletion zone. Thus the flux becomes effectively
independent of mordant concentration.
By including in the gel staining model a region in the direction normal to the
surface of the gel, a region representing only diffusion in solution and devoid of NaPSS,
this depletion zone was realized as shown in Figure 29. Modeling the gel staining
experimental data with the addition of a depletion zone resulted in a reasonable fit as
shown in Figure 30.
The depletion zone also explains another feature of the gel staining and destaining
process using visible dyes, a depleted region surrounding the sample-containing region
best described as a 'halo'.
In Figure 3 1 , the formation of a halo is modeled using the experimentally
determined values of D, K, and AT?. A square region at the center of the image contains
mordant and the region surrounding that, only gel. The halo artifact is most visible in the
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early stages of destaining and sinee s.eady-state is no, realized, the halo is only reduced
in magnitude as destaining time is increased.
A second feature, winch is also reduced to insigiuficance with destaining time, is
an intensificatton of edges that, as halo forma.ton,
,s realized on the same time scale of
hours. Since dye penetrates further into the gel where there is no mordant (see Figure 20),
it can then diffuse laterally into mordant-containing regions and upon integration through
the thickness of the gel, as in a scan, result in heightened intensities at the sharper
boundaries of a sample. This effect would be expected to be most pronounced in samples
of narrow distribution and is visible in Figure 3 1 and better illustrated in the cross section
of the halo image shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 29 Modeled dye depletion near surface of mordant-containing gel.
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Figure 30 Fit of measured dye concentration dependence on mordant concentration
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F igure 3 1 Model of halo formation around mordant-containing region of gel.
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Figure 32 Intensity trace across width of gel illustrating depleted zone near mordant-
containing region and edge intensification just inside the same region.
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loresis
3.5.3 Implications for Quantitative Gel Electroph<
The experimental data and modeling presented here identify important operating
regimes for researchers utilizing post-electrophoretic staining techniques for quantitative
analysis, which are dependent upon the nature of the detection of the stain. In either case,
the staining solution should be well stirred to reduce depletion zone effects.
In cases where distinction can be made between the bound and unbound stain,
linear relation between mordant site and bound dye concentrations would be expected
when, for the single binding case,
{\ + Kcu )
2
»Kmu0 .
In cases where bound and unbound dye cannot be distinguished, it is most likely
best to operate at the low dye concentrations and utilize long staining times so that muM
m
dependence of stain concentration is realized.
If sequential conditions are utilized, i.e. stain followed by destain, it is imperative
that conditions are duplicated for compared experiments.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, we have developed a generalized scission kinetics formulation that
does not make unsupported assumptions regarding the scission event probability
distribution, and applied this formulation in the analysis ofMWDs arising from
degradation ofNaPSS in both turbulent and sonication flows, reporting breadth of
scission event distribution parameters for turbulent flow-induced degradation for the first
time. In the analysis of the turbulent flow-induced scission, we found that essentially
random scission best describes the degradation process, with a R = 9.5 for the single
Gaussian description, and for the dual Gaussian description that includes folded chain
scission R, = 9.5, Aj = 0.3, R2 = 0.09, and A 2 = 0.7.
We contrasted this result with our result for scission in sonication flow, where we
found scission events to be more narrowly distributed about the midpoints of both the
main and folded chains. With the single Gaussian description, we found a best fit R =
0.28, which was interpreted to be similar to that reported by Nguyen and Kausch. By
including the probability for the scission of a folded chain, we found best fit parameters
of Rj = 0.17 and R2 = 0.09, with the folded chain breaking more than twice as frequently.
While we utilized molecular weight standards for our sample due to their narrow
MWDs and resulting resolution of scission analysis, the differential equations describing
the scission process are exactly solvable for a truly monodisperse sample. Therefore, an
ideal experiment would be to analyze the MWDs generated by the flow-induced scission
of monodisperse macromolecules, which are available from biological sources. In such
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an experiment, exact solution of the ordinary differential equations would yield the true
scission event distribution and not be limited due to processing in the types of
distributions which might be evaluated.
Additionally, we have demonstrated quantitative gel electrophoresis as a valuable
method for measuring the MWDs of high molecular weight samples, which does not
suffer the same complications such as axial dispersion and measurement introduced
degradation as other techniques such as GPC. In developing our understanding of this
technique, we have developed fundamental models of the diffusion-mediated, post-
electrophoretic staining process. The single and dual binding models accurately predict
the edge-like appearance of the diffusing dye front which is not predicted by the Crank
model of probe diffusion in a binding medium. This edge arises due to the transition of
the effective diffusion constant from a value representative of diffusion without binding
in the region of filled binding sites to a renormalized value that is representative of
diffusion in the presence of empty binding sites in the region advanced of the dye front.
The implementation of a saturable binding isotherm is essential in predicting such
a transition. Our model would be useful in accurately predicting the controlled release or
delivery of drugs in the presence of binding sites, which has been previously been done
simply with renormalized diffusion constants. 38 '
41
Implementation of a depletion zone along with our diffusion and binding model
has explained the loss of dependence of dye concentration on binding site concentration
in gel-staining that was observed experimentally. Finally, we used the models to predict
optimal operating regimes for each of the two fundametal types of dye-binding site
systems in which the free and bound dye are either distinguishable or indistinguishable.
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In the case where free and bound dye are distinguishable, staining a gel against a
solution where
{l + Kc
u )
2
»Km
u0
results in linear dependence of stain concentration to binding site concentration.
In cases where bound and unbound dye cannot be distinguished, it is most likely
best to operate at the low dye concentrations and utilize long staining times so that mj 12
dependence of stain concentration is realized. Since we did not verify this relationship
experimentally, it is an obvious experiment to undertake.
Finally, if sequential conditions are utilized, i.e. stain followed by destain, it is
imperative that conditions are duplicated for compared experiments.
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APPENDIX A
GENERAL FORMULATION OF SCISSION KINETICS
In this appendix, a formulation is developed for the first-order kinetics that
describes polymer degradation in which no mass of polymer is actually lost, but simply
altered in molecular weight. When applied to experimentally determined molecular
weight distributions (MWD), the result of the analysis is a function, p(J), that describes
the probability of a chain breaking at a fraction/of its length. This formulation follows
that of Nguyen and Kausch42
,
which was based on the work of Basedow and Ebert43 and
Ballauf and Wolf14 but differs from those groups by being written in terms of the
fraction distribution (the quantity that is actually measured in the experiments) with
uniform molecular weight increment, AM, and does not assume that probability
distributions are zero at the lowest molecular weight fragment present for each chain as
resolved by the MWD measurement technique.
Since the MWD describes the state of degradation of the polymer at any given
instant in time, that is our starting point. The MWD considered here is the weight fraction
distribution c(M) which is normalized as
mass
non
N
2>(M,)AM,=1, (A.1)
1 = 1
where, in a sample consisting ofN fractions, c{Mi) is the mass of material between
molecular weights Mi and M, + AMi and Mn andM} are the upper and lower bounding
molecular weight limits, respectively.
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Since many different molecular weights may be represented in a single sample,
the number of chains in a particular fraction may be both decreasing due to their own
demise and increasing due to degradation of higher molecular weight species present in
the sample.
The rate of degradation of chains is assumed to be first-order with respect to the
number of molecules present, so that the rate of loss of mass of a given fraction of the
sample is related by
d c(M)AM
dt M = -k(M)^—l , (A.2)
less
M
where k(M) is the true degradation rate constant, that describes the rate of loss of
molecules from the parent fraction of an initially monodispersed sample. For such an
experiment, one can see that the rates of change of mass fraction and number fraction are
equivalent.
When polymer chain of molecular weight M' is cleaved a fragment of molecular
weightM is produced along with a chain of molecular weight (Af ' - M) . Thus, the
contribution to a particular fraction by the degradation of a higher molecular weight
fraction can be written as
d c(M)AM(M)
dt M = (K(M,M') + K((M' -M),M'))
°SMj^Ml
,
(A .3)
where KiMM*) is the rate of degradation of species M' toM As the head and tail of a
polymer chain are assumed here to be equivalent, no distinction would need to be made
between the scission rates K(M yM') and K{(M'-M ),M') in a continuous
formulation of the problem.
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Indicial notation can be used to simplify the writing,
d c.AM
dt M.
c.AM
gain, j 1V* j
where i indicates that the quantity of interest is evaluated atMhj is used similarly, q is
the index of the molecular weight given by
M
?
<(M
y
-M
f
)<M
9 +AM? ,
and the summation convention is not invoked. Since the molecular weight axis is
nonuniform, a relationship between (Mj - M, ) andMq may not be made and q must
simply be determined by a search procedure.
Each of the elements ofKu can be written as the product of the true rate constant,
k(Mj), and a probability, Pu, which is the sum of the probabilities that a chain will be
cleaved at a fraction of its length,/ given by
and at the closest match to (l - /) , given by
M.
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Reiterating the previous statement,
P, = p M ;
where p(f) mdp(Uf) are the scission event probabilities for cleaving the macromolecule
at their respective argument fractions.
The rate of production of molecules at M, due to the loss of molecules at Mj
then be written as
can
d_
dt
c
i
AM
i
A)
'cjAMj
N
(A.4)
Throughout the degradation process, the total number of molecules is increasing,
but the total mass of material is assumed to remain constant. It is useful then, to write
(A.4) as
dt
(c,AM,)
r M ^
v
1 /
CjAMj . (A. 5)
The sum of all the ways that each molecular weight fraction can degrade must
equal the true degradation rate for that fraction,
kjCjAMj
i=0 «*
=IVw
f
M.
i=0
K J )
(A.6)
CjMIj
where the indices i andj both increase with increasing molecular weight.
This condition requires that Pn be normalized differently for eachj and if Pjj is
then defined as
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where a, are normalization constants andptJ are the probabilities, Equation (A.6) provides
a means of calculating the notation constants. At this point, it is clear that there are
(AM)
.-values, and up to (V2)(AMRvalues (possibly fewer ifexact matches between
Mq and Mj - M, exist), and a system of only N ordinary differential equations. This
situation suggests that the ideal experiment would be to follow the early stages of
degradation of a monodispersed sample. In such an experiment, there would be only the
(N- 1) values of p, and the distribution of degradation products would simply be the
scission event probability distribution.
Substitution of the above definition ofPtJ into equation (A.6) yields the
normalization equation,
1
i<j
a, Ti
K 1 )
(A.7)
At this point, the differential equation for the degradation process
(Equation (A.5)) can be written as
dt
N
(c
i
AM
l
)^D
IJ (cJMfJ )
where
A„ =
o
l = J
k
i
a iPi i— 1 < J
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As a result of the inability to solve the system of equations for />(/), a search
algorithm has been employed in which a probability distribution is created and
normalized, the initial MWD integrated through time and compared by least-squared
error to MWDs measured at various intervals during the degradation process, and a best
fit scission probability distribution arrived at thusly. This approach limits the number of
distributions which may be evaluated. Therefore, the assumption of a Gaussian
distribution of scission events was utilized and only the breadth of that distribution was
varied in determination of the best fit distribution.
The physical reason for the distribution of scission events being Gaussian is that
the chemical bonds which compose the backbone of a polymer chain that is extened in an
extensional flow field experience tension which depends quadratically on their position,
being highest at the center of the chain. As proposed independently by Yew and
* 8 9Davidson
,
and Zurkov
,
this stress is presumed to lower the activation energy required to
cleave the bond and hence, the resulting scission probability distribution is Gaussian.
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APPENDIX B
CHAIN SCISSION DISTRIBUTION CODE
#include<stdio
.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<math
. h>
#include<f loat .h>
ttdefine NUMVALS 208
#define NUMFILES 13
#define TSTOP 361
#define TOLERANCE 0
#def ine DTMAX 1
.
0
#ifndef TRUE
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
#endif
double dval;
double Al, Rl,
scission
A2 , R2
;
scission
double k,
rateslope,
ratepower
,
mlimit
double error
;
double t
,
dt,
twf [NUMFILES]
,
M [NUMVALS]
,
dM [NUMVALS]
,
cmax,
c [NUMVALS]
ccalc [NUMVALS]
,
ctest [NUMVALS]
dcdt [NUMVALS]
,
D [NUMVALS] [NUMVALS]
FILE *gfp, *pfp;
char fname [256]
,
stringl [256]
;
int Rlcount
,
R2count
,
A2 count
filecount
;
01
//amplitude and scission breadth for midchain
//amplitude and scission breadth for folded-chain
//rate
//dkdM
//M-dependence of rate
//deg rate = rateslope* (M - mlimit ) "ratepower
/ / time , time step
//time at each MWD (weight fraction)
//molar mass
//molar mass increment
//maximum wf value in MWDO
// initial weight fraction distribution
//calculated wf dist
//rate of change of wf
// degradation rate matrix
//'g'et and 'p'ut file pointers
//name of file
//string var for information
void check_norm (void)
{
int i ;
double sum;
sum = 0;
for (i=0; i<NUMVALS ; i++)
sum += ccalc [i] *dM [i]
;
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printf ( "sum (c*dm) : %4
. 21f \n» , sum)
;
}//check_norm(
)
void get_initial_files(void)
{
int i;
//get M
//get initial MWD
sprintf (fname, " linwf 060
. csv"
)
;lf((gfp = fopen (fname, "r" ))! =NULL)
{
for (i=0;i<NUMVALS;i++)
{
if (fscanf (gfP/ "%if /%if" /&M[i]i &c[i]) == Eop)prmtf ("end of file encountered\n"
) ;
fclose (gfp)
;
printf ("read %s\n" , fname)
;
else {
printf {"error opening %s\nexiting\n"
, fname)
•
exit (0)
;
}
//calc dM
for(i=0/i< (NUMVALS-1) ;i++)
dM[i] = Mti+1] -M[i] /
if((pfp = fopen ("dm. csv" , "w") ) ! =NULL)
{
for (i=0;i<NUMVALS-l; i++)
fprintf (pfp, »%lg\n»,dM[i] )
;
fclose (pfp)
;
}
if ((pfp = fopen ("MWDO. csv" , "w") ) i=NULL)
{
dval = 0;
cmax = 0;
for (i = 0;i<NUMVALS; i + +) {
fprintf (pfp, »%10.151f
,
%lg\n" / M[i] ,c [i] )
;
if (c [i] > cmax)
cmax = C [i] ;
}
fclose (pfp)
;
}
else{
printf ("error opening MWDO. csv for writing\n")
;
exit (0)
;
}
}//get_initial_files ()
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void init (void)
{
int i;
//make copy of initial MWD
for (i=0;i<NUMVALS;i++)
ccalc [i] = c [i]
;
// rates lope = 3
. IE- 08
;
rateslope = 8.3E-09;
ratepower = 1.0;
mlimit = 300000.0;
t = 60;
twf[0] = 120;
twf [1] = 180;
twf[2] = 243 ;
twf [3] = 307;
twf [4] = 360;
filecount = 0;
error = 0
;
}//init ()
double calc_deg_rate (double m)
{
double k;
if (m > mlimit)
k = rateslope* (m - mlimit);
else
k = 0;
return k;
} //calc_deg_rate (
)
double calcj)robability (double mto, double mfrom)
{
int i ;
double pf, x, s;
//find closest representation of mto
for (i = 0; i<NUMVALS;i + + ) {
if((M[i] <= mto) && (mto < M[i] + dM[i])){
mto = M [i]
;
break;
}
}//i
s = Rl* (mfrom)
;
x = (mto-mfrom/2) ;
pf = Al*exp(-x*x/ (2*s*s) ) ;//midchain Gaussian scission
s = R2* (mfrom)
x = (mto-mfrom/4 )
;
pf += A2*exp(-x*x/ (2*s*s) ) ///folded chain Gaussian scission
return pf;
} //calc_probability (
)
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void build_D (void)
{
int i,j ;
double pf, //probability of fraction f
Plf, //probability of closest match to fraction (l-f)a; //column normalization constant
double sum;
printf ("building D...»);
//fill in elements without normalization
for(i=0;i<NUMVALS-l;i++)
{
printf (".");
for (j=0; j<NUMVALS-l; j++)
if(i > j)
D[i] [j] = 0;
else if (i == j
)
D[i][j] = -calc_deg_rate (M [ j ] ) ;
else if (i < j )
{
pf = calc_probability (M [i]
,
M[j])
;
plf = calc_probability( (M[j]
-M[i] ) ,M[j] ) •
D[i] [j] = (pf + plf ) * (M[i] /M[j] ) ;
}//j
}//i
//go back through and normalize columns
printf ( "\nnormalizing"
)
;
for (j=0; j<NUMVALS-l; j++)
{
a = 0;
for (i=0; i<j ; i++)
{
a += D[i] [j] ;
}
sum = 0
;
for (i=0;i<j ;i++)
if (a > 0)
{
D[l] [j] = (D[i] [j] /a) *calc_deg_rate(M[j] ) ;
sum += D [i] [j] ;
}
}
}//j
printf ("\n")
;
}//build_D()
void write_D (void)
{
int i,j ;
if((pfp = fopen("D.csv"
; "w" ) ) !=NULL)
{
for (i=0;i<NUMVALS-l;i++)
{
for (j=0; j<NUMVALS-l; j++) {
if (j>0)
fprintf (pfp, ", ") ;
fprintf (pfp, "%15.101g",D[i] [j] ) ;
fprintf (pfp, "\n") ;
}//i
fclose (pfp)
;
}
} //write D()
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void calc_dcdt (void)
{
int i,
j
;
for (i=0;i<NUMVALS-l;i + +) {
dcdt [i] = 0;
for ( j=0; j<NUMVALS-l; j+ + ) {
dcdt [i] += D [i] [j] *ccalc [j] *dM[j] ;
dcdt[i] = dcdt [i]/dM[i] ;
}//i
if((pfp = fopen( "dcdt. csv", "w") ) ! =NULL)
{
for (i=0; i<NUMVALS-l ; i++)
fprintf (pfp, "%lg\n" # dcdt [i] )
;
fclose (pfp)
?
}
}//calc_dcdt ()
void calc_dt (void) {
double temp;
int i;
dt = DTMAX;
for (i=0;i<NUMVALS-l;i++)
{
if (fabs (dcdt [i] ) > 0)
{
temp = TOLERANCE *cmax/ fabs (dcdt [i] ) ;
if (temp < dt
)
dt = temp;
}
}
printf ("dt:%lg\n", dt)
;
}
void integrate (void)
int i ;
for (i=0;i<NUMVALS-l;i++)
ccalc[i] += dcdt[i]*dt;
if (ccalc [i] < 0)
ccalc [i] = 0
;
}//i
}//integrate ()
void main (void)
{
int i ;
int generating_examples = TRUE;
double Rlmin, R2min;
printf ( "chain scission distribution calculation\nbgp\n\n" )
;
//check for program.txt
get_initial_f iles ( )
;
//determine values of A1,R1 (single Gaussian) and A2,R2 (folded chain)
for (A2count=0; A2 count < 10 ;A2 count ++)
{
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R2min = DBL_MAX;
for (R2count=0 ; R2count<20 ; R2count + + ) {if (A2count ==0)
R2 count = 19;
Rlmin = DBL_MAX
;
for(Rlcount=0;Rlcount<50;Rlcount
+ + ) {A2 = 0.1*A2count +0.00;
R2 = R2count*0
. 05 + 0.01;
Al = 1 - A2;
Rl = Rlcount*0
. 05 + 0.01;
if (generating_examples)
{
Rl = 9.51;
Al = 0.4;
A2 = 1.0 - Al;
R2 = 0.09;
}
printf(»\nAl:%4.21f, Rl:%4.21f, A2:%4.21f, R2 : %4
. 21f
\
n » , Al , Rl , A2 , R2 )
;
init () ;
build_D()
;
while (t < TSTOP)
{
iilTlllTn ^ ^ meaSUred MWD ' until the^ *™ no more
dt = 1.0;
integrate ( )
;
t += dt;
if(t == twf [filecount]
) {//calculate squared error between distributionstilecoun t + +
if (generating_examples)
{
sprintf (fname, !, ccalc%03d
. csv"
,
(int) t)
;
if ( (pfp=fopen ( fname , "w" ) ) ! =NULL)
{
for (i-0; i<NUMVALS; i++)
fprintf (pfp, nig^lgXn'-^ti] /Ccalc[i] ) ;
fclose (pfp)
;
}
}
//read MWDnext
sprintf (fname, "linwf %03d . csv"
,
(int) t)
;
if((gfp = fopen (fname, "r" ) ) !=NULL)
{
for (i=0;i<NUMVALS;i++)
{
if (fscanf (gfp, »%lf , %lf », &dval, &ctest[i]) == EOF)
printf("eof encountered\n" )
;
}
fclose (gfp)
;
}
for ( i = 0 ; i <NUMVALS ; i + +
)
error += (ctest [i] - ccalc [i] ) * (ctest [i] - ccalc [i] ) * (dM [i] *dM [i] )
;
print f ("\tt: %lg, error : %lg\n" , t, error)
;
}//t == twf [filecount]
}//while (t < TSTOP)
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if (generating_examples)
exit (0) ;
if ( (pfp=fopen ( "residuals. csv" , "a") ) | =NULL)
{
fprintf (pfp, " %lg, %lg, %lg, %lg
,
%lg\n „ | Al , Rl ,
A
2 , R2 , e rror )
;
rclose (pfp)
;
}
else
printf ("error opening residuals
. csv for appending\n» )
•
printf (»Al:%4.21f, Rl:%4.21f, A2:%4.21f, R2-%4 21f
error : %lg\n" , Al , Rl , A2 , R2 , error)
;
}//Rl
}//R2
}//for A2count
}//main (
)
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APPENDIX C
3-D DIFFUSION WITH DUAL BINDING CODE
#include<stdio
.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<math
. h>
#ifndef PI
#define PI 3.14159265
#endif
#define DTMIN 1E-12 //a
#define DTMAX 120.0 //s
#define TWRITE 86400.0 //s
#define TSTOP 345600.0 //s
#define TIN 345600.0 //1200.0
#define TOLERANCE 1.0E-03
#define NUMX 1
ttdefine NUMY 1
t£f£:«C 0 0 //f™" ° f used for depletion zone
^SSgnr USSd f°r WaSh°Ut ° f depletion «» mediately
#define DX 0.05 //cm -- grid spacing for each direction
#define CO l.OE-3 //was 1E-03 molar dye concentration#define C02 0.0 //free dye concentration after TIN*(1 + WASHFRAC)#define KEQ 0.0 //solution dimerization
Jdefine KONE 1 . 0E04 //1.86E04 //3.0E06 //first binding constant
Jdefine KTWO 7.0E04 //3.0E06 //second binding constant#define DO 8.5E-06 //diffusion coefficient for monomeric dye#define MZERO 0.8E-03 //molar mordant concentration
//vars
=====char fname[256], stringl [256] ;
double t, tload, dt, dtitmin, tlast, tstop, twrite;
double ctotal, //average concentration in z-direction
dyemoles, layerf;
double *c, //unbound
*cl, // c + m = cl
*c2, // cl + c = c2
*M, // initial mordant cone
*dcdt;
double cO,
Keq, //solution dimer
M0,
Kl, //cl/(c*m)
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K2* //c2/ (cl*c)
D; // diffusion coefficient of monomeric dye
int i, j, k, n/
itcount
,
kcount
,
offset,
tesft^P y/,/^? WMle loadin9 receiver with dyec st_ ype
; //if test type == watrrpaqtmitcp _u \WXLn aV
when luptake, else c{z-0) = o If ter uptake
=
° ^ boundaries
void init (void)
;
void xz_write (void)
;
void calc_dcdt (void)
;
void calc_dt (void)
;
void integrate (void)
;
void brazil (void)
;
/ / fxns
void allocate_memory (void)
{
printf("%d Kbytes to
allocate.
. . % (sizeof (double) *NUMX*NUMY*NUMZM
) /1024) ;
/ /allocate memory
c
-
(double *) malloc (sizeof (double) *NUMX*NUMY*NUMZ) «
Cl
-
(double *) malloc (sizeof (double) *NUMX*NUMY*NUMZ) *
C2
-
(double *)malloc(sizeof (double) *NUMX*NUMY*NUMZ) •M- (double *)malloc(sizeof (double) *NUMX*NUMY*NUMZ)dcdt
= (double *)malloc(sizeof (double) *NUMX*NUMY*NUMZ) •if((C 1. TOLL)
I I
(cl I- NULL)||(M !- NULL)
I I
(dcdt - NULL))pnntf ("memory allocated\n" ) ; M
else{
printf ("error allocating memory\n")
;
exit (0)
;
}
}
void init (void)
{
int count;
count = 0;
t = 0;
tstop = TSTOP;
twrite = TWRITE;
dt = DTMIN;
ctotal = 0;
CO = CO;
for (k=0;k<NUMZ;k++)
{
for ( j = 0 ; j <NUMY ; j + + ) {
for (i = 0;i<NUMX;i + +) {
offset = k*NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + 1;
* (cl + offset) = 0;
* (c2 + offset) = 0;
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if (k == 0)
{
* (c + offset) = c0;
else if(k < DEPFRAC*NUMZ)
{
* (c + offset) = c0;
* (M + offset) = 0;
}
else {
* (c + offset) = 0.0;
* (M + offset) = MO
;
}
* (dcdt + offset) = 0;
}//i
}//j
}//k
}//init
void m_write (void)
{
FILE *fp ;
char fname [256]
;
double ctot;
sprintf (fname, "m_0000 .csv" )
;
fp = fopen (fname, "w")
;
if (fp !- NULL)
{
printf("%lg> writing %s\n" , t, fname)
;
for ( j = 0 ; j <NUMY ; j + + ) {
for(i =0;i<NUMX;i + + ) {
ctot = 0;
for (k=l;k<NUMZ;k++) {//add from 1 since 0 is b.c.
offset = k*NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + i;
ctot += * (M + offset)
}//k
if (i = = 0)
fprint f'(fp, "%lg", ctot)
;
else
fprintf (fp, ", %lg»,ctot)
;
}//i
fprintf (fp, «\n")
;
}//j
fclose (fp)
;
}//fp
else
printf ( "error opening %s for writing\n" , fname)
;
}//m_write ()
void cxy_write (void)
{
FILE *fp;
char fname [256]
;
double ctot;
sprintf (fname, "%08d\\cxy_%04d.csv"
,
(int) ( (M0/C0) ) , (int) (t/twrite) ) ?
fp = fopen (fname, "w" )
;
if (fp != NULL)
{
printf ( " %lg> writing %s\n" , t , fname)
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for
( j = 0 ; j <NUMY ; j + + ) {
for (i=0;i<NUMX;i++)
{
Ctot = 0;
for(k=l;k<NUMZ;k++ ) {//add from 1 since 0 is b c
offset
- k*NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + i;
ctot += * (c + offset)
;
ctot += * (cl + offset)
;
ctot += *(c2 + offset) *2;
}//k
if (1—0)
fprintf (fp, nig", ctot) ;
else
fprintf (fp, ", %lg",ctot) ;
}//i
fprintf (fp, "\n")
;
}//j
fclose ( fp)
;
}//fp
else
printf ( "error opening %s for writ ing\n" , fname)
;
} //cxy_write (
)
void cxz_write (void)
{
FILE *fp;
char fname [256] ?
double ctot;
sprintf (fname, " %08d\\cxz_%04d
. csv"
,
(int) ( (MO/CO) ) , (int) (t/twrite) ) ;
fp = fopen ( fname , "w" )
if (fp !- NULL)
{
printf ("%lg> writing %s\n" , t , fname)
;
j m NUMY/2;
for (k=0;k<NUMZ;k++)
{
for (i=0;i<NUMX;i++)
offset = k*NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + i;
Ctot = 0;
ctot += * (c + offset);
ctot += * (cl + offset);
ctot += *(c2 + offset) *2;
If (1—0)
fprintf (fp, "%lg", ctot)
;
else
fprintf (fp, 11
,
%lg" ,ctot) ;
}//i
fprintf (fp, "\n")
}//k
fclose (fp)
}//fp
else
printf ( "error opening %s for writing\n" , fname)
;
} //void cxz_write (
)
void cz_write (void)
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FILE *fp;
char fname [2 56]
;
double ctot;
sprintf (fname, »%08d\\c Z
_%04d
. csv-
, (int) ( (MO/CO) ) , ( in t) (t/twrite) )fp = fopen (fname, "w") ; ' ' ; '
if (fp != NULL)
{
printf (»%lg> writing %s\n"
, t , fname) ;
j = NUMY/2;
i = NUMX/2;
for (k=l;k<NUMZ;k++)
{
offset = k*NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + i ;
Ctot = 0;
ctot += * (c + offset)
;
ctot + = * (cl + offset)
;
ctot += *(c2 + offset) *2;
fprintf (fp, »%lg, %lg\n", k*DX, ctot)
;
}//k
fclose (fp)
;
}//fp
else
printf ("error opening %s for writing\n"
,
fname)
;}//cz_write ()
void calc_dt (void)
{
double dttemp, dval;
dttemp = DTMAX;
for (k=l;k<NUMZ;k++) {//ignore k==0 layer, boundary conditions
for ( j = 0 ; j <NUMY ; j + + ) {
for (i=0;i<NUMX;i++)
offset = k*NUMY*NUMX + j *NUMX + i;
dval = Mdcdt + offset);
dval = fabs (dval)
;
if (dval > 0)
{
dval = TOLERANCE* CO /dval
;
if (dval < dttemp)
{
dttemp = dval;
}
}//if dval > 0
}//i
}//j
}//k
dt = dttemp;
if(dt < DTMIN)
printf ("t:%10.21g> dttemp:%lg, dt:%lg\n", t, dttemp, dt = DTMIN);
if((t == 0))
dt = DTMIN;
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if (dt < dtitmin)
{
dtitmin = dt
;
printf( "dtitmin = %lg\n ", dtitmin);
}//void calc_dt (void)
void calc_dcdt (void)
{
double valp, valm, val, Mval, Deff, denom, suMenom;
for (k=0;k<NUMZ;k++)
{
for
( j = 0 ; j <NUMY ; j + + ) {
for (i=0;i<NUMX;i++)
offset = k*NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + i ;
val = * ( c + offset)
;
Mval = * (M + offset)
;
//lapx
if (i == NUMX-1)
offset = k*NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + 0;
else
offset = k*NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + (i+1);
valp = * (c + offset)
;
if(i == 0)
Offset = k*NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + NUMX-1;
else
offset = k*NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + (i-l)
;
valm = * (c + offset)
;
lapx = (valp - 2*val + valm) / (DX*DX)
;
//lapy
if
( j == NUMY-1)
offset = k*NUMY*NUMX + 0*NUMX + i;
else
offset = k*NUMY*NUMX + (j+l)*NUMX + i ;
valp = * (c + offset)
;
If (j == 0)
offset = k*NUMY*NUMX + ( NUMY- 1 ) *NUMX + i;
else
offset = k*NUMY*NUMX + (j-l)*NUMX + i;
valm = * (c + offset)
;
lapy = (valp - 2*val + valm) / (DX*DX)
;
//lapz
if (k == NUMZ-l)
Offset = (k-1) *NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + i;
else
offset = (k+1) *NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + i;
valp = * (c + offset)
;
if(k == 0)
offset = (k+1) *NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + i;
else
Offset = (k-1) *NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + i;
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valm = *
(
C + offset)
,
lapz
- (valp - 2 *val + valm) / (DX*DX)
;
subdenom
• (1 + Kl*val + Kl*K2*val*val )
•
denom
- 1 + Kl*Mval*(l + 4*K2*val k-i*^o* .
Deff - D/denom; Kl*K2*val*val) / (subdenom*subdenom)
,
offset « k*NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + i-
Mdcdt + offset) . DeffMlapx + lapy + i ap2 ) .
}//j
//k
}//void calc_dcdt (void)
void integrate (void)
{
double dval, Mval;
ctotal
- 0;//used as an average
Rol;?:x;j::! /A - 0 ls uaed £or bounda-
for (i-0;i<NUMX;i++)
{
offset
- k*NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + i ;
*(c + offset) += (Mdcdt + offset) )*dt;
dval = * (c + offset)
;
if (dval < 0)
{
* (c + offset) = 0;
dval - 0;
Mval = * (M f offset)
;
Mcl + offset)
-
Kl*Mval*dval/(l + Kl*dval + Kl*K2*dval*dval )
,Mc2 + offset) = Kl*K2*Mval*dval*dval/(l + KIMval + Kl*K2*dval*dval ) ;
//if
( (i>NUMX/4)&&(i<3*NUMX/4)&&(j>NUMY/4)&&(j<3*NUMY/4)
)if(k > NUMZ*DEPFRAC)
ctotal += (*( C + offset) + * (cl + offset) + 2*(*(c2 +
offset) ) ) / ( (double) NUMX*NUMY* (NUMZ* (1 - DEPFRAC) ) ) •}//i
}//k
//boundary conditions
if (t<TIN)
{
k - 0;
for
( j=0; j<NUMY; j++)
{
for (i-0; i<NUMX; i + + ) {
offset » k*NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + i;
* (c + offset) = cO;
//j
}
else if(t <- TIN + WASHFRAC*TWRITE)
{
for(k
- 0;k<NUMZ*DEPFRAC;k++)
{
for ( j -0 ; j <NUMY ; j + + ) {
for (i-0;i<NUMX;i++)
{
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offset = k*NUMY*NUMX + j *NUMx + i-
* (C + offset) = 0;
}//i
}//j
}
}
else {
k = 0;
for
( j=0; j<NUMY; j+ + ) {
for(i = 0;i<NTJMX;i + + ) {
offset = k*NUMY*NUMX + j*NUMX + i ;
* (c + offset) = C02;
}//i
}//j
}
}//integrate ()
void main (void)
{
double dlog, dcOdt, kloss;
FILE *fp ;
printf ("3D Diffusion Binding\n »)
;
allocate_memory
( )
;
for (kcount=19;kcount<20;kcount++)
{
Keq = KEQ;
Kl = KONE;
K2 = KTWO;
1/ dl °9 = (loglO(50.0E-03)-loglO(5.0E-05))/19 0-
I' M0 pow(10, (dlog*kcount) + loglO (5 . OE-05)
)
'
MO = MZERO;
D = DO;
printf (»K:%lg,M:%lg /C :%lg # M/C0l%lg\n", K1,M0,C0, MO/CO);
init () ;
sprintf (stringl, "mkdir %08d" / (int) (MO/CO) ) ;
system(stringl)
;
if ( ( fp=fopen ("3D_conc_series. csv", "a") ) !=NULL)
{
fprintf (fp, M K,%lg,M,%lg,c,%lg, », K1,M0,C0)
;
fclose (fp)
;
}
m_write ( )
;
//
//
//
//
t = 0;
n = 0;
while (t < tstop)
{
if(itcount++ > 1000)
{
printf ("%8.31g (sec), Kl:%8.31g, K2:%8.31g, M0:%8.31g,
dtitmin: %8 . 31g\n" , t, Kl
,
K2, M0, dtitmin)
;
itcount = 0;
dtitmin = DTMAX
;
}
if (t - n*twrite >= 0)
{
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n+ + ;
//cxy_write () ;
//cxz_write ()
;
cz__write ( ) ;
//
if ( (fP=f°Pen("3D_conc_series.csv»,
"a")
)
1
=NULL)
(
// fprintf (fp,»,%lg» # ctotal)
//
fclose (fp)
printf (»%8.31g (sec), Kl:%8.31g, K2-%8 31a mh *o
C0:%8.31g\n»,t,Kl, K2
,
MO, cO);
^ 8 ' g
'
M0
-*-3l9,
dtitmin = DTMAX;
}//if twrite
calc__dcdt () ;
calc_dt () ;
//dt = 1.0;
if(t + dt - n*twrite > 0)
dt = n*twrite - t;
integrate ( )
;
t + = dt;
}//while (t<tstop)
//cxy_write ( )
;
//cxz_write ( ) ;
//cz__write () ;
if ( ( fp=fopen ( " 3D_conc_series
. csv"
, "a" ) ) i =NULL)
{
/ / fprintf (fp, "\n")
;
// fclose (fp)
;
'J )}//kcount
cz_write ( )
;
}//main()
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